A simple greedy-type solution for a discrete optimization problem does not guarantee the optimality if the problem is sufficiently complicated. Dynamic programming is then a commonly used method, and a direct combinatorial algorithm is its reasonable alternative. Here we propose such an algorithm with some specific features, called branch less and cut more, abbreviated blesscmore. A blesscmore algorithm, like a branch-and-bound algorithm uses a solution tree whereas the branching and cutting criterion are based on the analysis of the so-called behavior alternatives. Our ( 3 log ) blesscmore algorithm solves an earlier open problem of scheduling equal-length jobs with release times and due-dates on a group of identical machines to minimize the number of late jobs.
Introduction
Different kinds of exact polynomial-time algorithms for combinatorial optimization problems are known. A simple greedy algorithm, on each decision making step, based on local considerations, selects a single alternative among all possible alternatives for the extension of the current solution. A greedy algorithm is very good for a fast creation of a feasible solution. There exist greedy algorithms that obtain optimal solutions, however in general, there are no quality estimations for a solution created by such an algorithm. A dynamic programming algorithm goes deeper into the insight of the problem. It solves it optimally by solving optimally its smaller subproblems using the created recurrence relations, which indicate how bigger instances can be solved if the solution of a smaller instance of the same problem is known (the problem itself must possess this kind of property, otherwise no dynamic programming algorithm for it is possible). One may look for a direct combinatorial algorithm if for a given problem no dynamic programming algorithm is possible or such algorithms are inefficient. In this paper we propose such an algorithm, which has some special universal properties that describe a unique method, called branch less and cut more (abbreviated blesscmore).
A blesscmore algorithm is based on the analysis of the structural properties of the solutions it creates, which, similarly as in the branch-and-bound method, are enumerated in a solution tree . Like other methods, it aims to reduce the space of all feasible solutions to a smaller subspace that contains an optimal solution. Typically, a blesscmore algorithm obtains each created solution by some greedy algorithm (a heuristic) . The method initiates with the solution obtained by the application of to the originally given problem instance (PI). Every other solution can be generated by the same heuristic applied to a specially modified PI in which some parameters of some items are artificially altered. These alterations are carried out based on the diagnosis (the structural analysis) of the solution, that disclose the feature(s) which should be added and/or removed from the solution. Thus, compared to , every solution ∈ has its own (desired) personal features/aspects, whereas the branching strategy in and the local neighborhood (i.e., the immediate successors) of every ∈ are subjected to the above diagnosis. By exploring the (potential) features that possesses an optimal schedule opt , a blesscmore algorithm defines each local neighborhood.
has the following completeness property: if opt shares all the already fixed aspects in ∈ then it will be generated as a successor of .
The blesscmore method unlike branch-and-bound uses no lower bounds. The branching and cutting/pruning criterion are based on the analysis of the structural properties of the generated schedules, the so-called behavior alternatives. Informally, the behavior alternatives exhibit all "crucial" ways in which a solution might be altered from its parent-solution. The analysis of these possible alterations is the basis for cutting branches in and asserting whether an optimal solution has already been created. The backtracking is used whenever the current branch of computations fails. However, unlike exponential algorithms as branch-and-bound, no subsequence of an abandoned sequence of decisions is again considered in any further created solution, which basically contributes in a polynomial-time behavior of a blesscmore algorithm.
Similarly as there are no universal methods for developing good lower bounds in branch-and-bound or recurrence relations and an efficient procedure for their solution in dynamic programming, definition of the behavior alternatives and branching/cutting criterion are problem-oriented and constitute the most difficult and time consuming part of a blesscmore algorithm.
Algorithms for scheduling problems based on the above described principals have earlier been proposed (for example, in [12] , [13] , [15] ). Here we suggest a blesscmore algorithm that solves the following long-standing open problem of scheduling jobs on identical machines. Here each machine can handle at most one job at a time. The processing time of every job on any machine is an integer ; each job is released (becomes available) at an integer time and has an integer due-date (a desired time for its completion). A (feasible) schedule feasibly schedules all the jobs, i.e., it assigns each job to one of the machines within an idle time interval of the length that starts no earlier than at . A job is late (on time, respectively) if it is completed after (at or before, respectively) its due-date. We aim to find a schedule with the minimal number of late jobs (the maximum number of on time jobs).
This problem is commonly abbreviated as / = , / ∑ , here stands for the identical machine environment and is a 0-1 function taking the value 1 (0, respectively) if job is late (on time, respectively). The model is motivated by applications in real-time overloaded systems where job due-dates are crucial so that if a job is late then it might rather be postponed for an undefined period of time in favor of other jobs which then might be completed on time.
We mention about some previous related work. The single-machine version 1/ = , / ∑ was firstly dealt with by Carlier [5] . His algorithm results in sub-optimal solutions as it was shown by Chrobak et al [6] , who have proposed an ( 5 ) dynamic programming algorithm. The author in [16] has suggested an ( 2 log ) algorithm for the same problem. There is an off-line ( log ) dynamic programming algorithm for the preemptive version 1/ , = , / ∑ by Lawler [10] ; a combinatorial on-line algorithm with the same time complexity was proposed in [14] . Baptiste [1] has described dynamic programming algorithms for the version with weights in non-preemptive 1/ = , / ∑ and preemptive 1/ , = , / ∑ cases with the time complexities of ( 7 ) and ( 10 ), respectively. For arbitrary jobs but with equal release times, the problem 1// ∑ is known to be solvable in ( log ) time Moore [11] and Lawler [10] .
For multiprocessor case when jobs have release times and arbitrary processing times, already 2/ , / ∑ (2 identical machines with preemptions allowed) is NP-hard Du et al. [8] . The weighted preemptive version of our problem even without release times / , = / ∑ is also NP-hard, and its non-preemptive version / = / ∑ is surprisingly polynomial Brucker & Kravchenko [4] . Without weights, i.e., for our problem and its preemptive version, there exist dynamic programming algorithms in whose time complexity expression appears in the power of a polynomial of (see, for example, Lawler [9] , Baptiste et. al [3] and Baptiste [2] ). Hence, these algorithms are polynomial if is a constant. As it was the case with weights, the preemptive version without weights seems to be harder, see Kravchenko [7] for the time complexity analysis of / , = , / ∑ .
To the best of our knowledge, the complexity status of / = , /
∑ was yet open. Our blesscmore algorithm for this problem runs in time ( 3 log ). We use Latest Due-date Heuristic (LD-H) as . In opposite to a common Earliest Due-date (ED) heuristic, which iteratively, at each scheduling time , schedules the released job (i.e., ≤ ) with the minimal due-date, LD-H schedules jobs in a backward fashion: among all with ≥ , it includes one with the maximal release time. LD-schedules have useful and easily analyzed structural properties. We classify jobs from a current solution into pilgrim (as we call emerging) and rigid ones. Intuitively, the pilgrim jobs can freely be moved within without affecting the value of the objective function, in contrary to the rigid ones. If we move a pilgrim we may create a vacant space for the inclusion of an omitted rigid job. One or more trips for a pilgrim restarting it earlier might be organized. We may keep moving a pilgrim while its release time remains "small enough"; otherwise (it cannot be moved feasibly any more) we send it back and plan an alternative trip for another pilgrim with smaller release time. We give up if no such pilgrim remains.
In the next section we give some basics for the algorithm construction. In Section 3 we establish some useful structural properties of the schedules generated by our heuristic. In Section 4 we continue this analysis on the based of our behavior alternatives. In Section 5 we describe the overall algorithm.
2 Basic structure of LD-schedules LD-heuristic. We first describe our heuristic LD-H that is used in the algorithm for the construction of each enumerated schedule. Intuitively, LD-H tries to schedule each job as late as possible, although LD-H completes it no later than at its duedate. The jobs are scheduled in the backward fashion, i.e., the destiny schedule is constructed from the end to the beginning. A job, though completed by its due-date, can be forced to be started before its release time. To maintain the feasibility, LD-H initially omits such early jobs. Iteratively, among all yet unscheduled jobs with an already "available" due-date, the most urgent job, i.e., one with the largest release time, is scheduled the next at the latest idle time moment on the next available machine, as described below in more details.
LD-H initiates with the scheduling time 1 set to the maximum job due-date. The first (also the latest) scheduled job is assigned to the interval [ 1 − , 1 ) on machine 1. In general, if is the machine with the latest so far assigned job, then the next to is machine + 1, unless = ; in the latter case the next machine is 1. This rule has one exception: whenever the due-date of the job to be scheduled the next is no more than the starting time of the latest so far assigned job to machine 1 (an idle time intervals or a gap in the constructed schedule occurs), the next machine is machine 1. Iteratively, for each (successive to 1 ) scheduling time , among all yet unconsidered jobs with ≥ a most urgent job (one with the maximal release time) is scheduled in the interval [ − , ) on the next machine whenever − ≥ ; otherwise ( is early) is omitted, i.e., it is not included in the generated schedule and will no more be considered again during its construction.
After scheduling a job at time , the next scheduling time + (the starting time of the next scheduled job) is defined so that the next machine is idle in the interval [ + − , + ) whereas there is at least one yet unconsidered job with ≥ + (unless all jobs have already been considered, in which case LD-H stops). In other words, + is set to the minimum between the starting time of the latest assigned so far job to machine and the maximum due-date taken among yet unconsidered jobs.
Note that all jobs in an LD-schedule schedule constructed by LD-H are included feasibly and on time, but there may exist jobs omitted in it.
An example. We now illustrate LD-H and later some basic concepts and components related to LD-schedules on the following problem instance with = 21, = 3 and = 5. Job parameters are as follows. Basic components of LD-schedules. Let us say that job surpasses job in an LD-schedule if was selected before by LD-H while constructing . Note that if surpasses then may only be scheduled after (or be omitted) in . (To avoid confusion, we notice that we use "scheduled before" and "scheduled after" relatively to the absolute time scale in , not the order in which the jobs are considered by LD-H. However, when we say that LD-H selects/schedules job first and then job , we do refer to the order in which the heuristic selects these jobs.)
Based on LD-H, we may look at as a sequence of time slots of length to each of which a particular job and machine correspond. We denote by ( , ) the (index of the) time slot in which job is scheduled in . For the convenience, we give smaller indexes to later assigned slots. Hence time slot 1 is the latest assigned and the earliest started one, and each th slot completes/starts no later than (a previously assigned) ( + 1)th slot (see Fig.1a ).
A slice in is formed by a longest sequence of successive time slots , −1, . . . , − , for ≤ − 1, such that slot occurs on machine 1, slot − occurs on machine + 1 and there is a non-zero overlapping in time intervals of any pair of these time slots (in other words, each slot is completed within the time interval of slot ). In A larger component in is a block which consists of a longest sequence of successive slices such that all slots from the earliest slice are preceded by a gap (or this slice is the first slice in ) and all slots from the latest slice are succeeded by a gap (or this slice is the last one ). Observe that in the schedule of Fig.1a there are two blocks.
The following easily seen observation and the corollary are not immediately related to our algorithm, but perhaps give some intuition. Let ( , respectively) be the set of gaps (on machine , respectively) in . | | is the length of ∈ , and | | is the total length of all the gaps in .
is an upper bound on the number of jobs that can be scheduled feasibly and on time.
PI modifications for constructing alternative solutions by LD-H. Recall that we have obtained our initial LD-schedule applying LD-H to the original PI (see Fig 1a) . We use the same heuristic to generate all other feasible schedules with which we will need to deal with, as we describe below.
Let be an LD-schedule with an omitted job . By the definition of LD-H, cannot be feasibly scheduled within any existing gap in . Hence, it cannot be feasibly included unless at least one job ∈ processed (partially or completely) within the feasible interval of (that is, [ , )) is removed from that interval. It is not hard to see that including at the expense of the omission of can be of no benefit. By LD-H, job cannot be feasibly rescheduled later than it was scheduled in . Hence, it only might be rescheduled earlier. The formal definition follows.
Let be the block in that contains time moment . We call job completed after time in an emerging job for if < ; we call the earliest scheduled emerging job live.
Due to LD-H, every job completely processed in within the feasible region of is no less urgent than . We shall refer to the corresponding job-set as the kernel defined by . Observe that all emerging jobs have surpassed all kernel jobs in , and job was surpassed by all of these jobs in .
It follows that > as otherwise would not surpass in (due to ED-H). If we decrease artificially to , LD-H will create an alternative LD-schedule in which now will surpass . To guarantee that no other non-urgent job with < will take the newly released space instead of , is similarly decreased to . The LD-schedule constructed for the modified in this way PI is denoted by [ ], in which job is said to be activated for (we will use , [ , ] for the LD-schedule obtained by the activation of an emerging job for an omitted job in [ ]).
In the initial LD-schedule of Fig.1a there are two kernels 1 and 2 (one in each block), which consist of jobs 5 , 6 , 7 and 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , respectively. LD-schedules Fig.1b and Fig.1c , respectively, in which emerging jobs 1 and 2 are activated for the omitted jobs 1 and 2 . As we can see, these omitted jobs are successfully included.
If
is no less than then job will be again omitted if activated for . As it is easy to see, any feasible schedule in which is included at the expense of the activation of a non-emerging job is dominated by a feasible schedule in which that job is not activated for . Hence, the following proposition holds:
Proposition 1 An optimal schedule can be obtained from by a sequence of activations of emerging jobs.
Now it remains to find such sequence of activations, equivalently, the corresponding PI which will be referred to as an LD-optimal PI (one for which LD-H obtains an optimal schedule). An optimal LD-schedule for our example is depicted in Fig.1d . There are four activated emerging jobs in it. The corresponding LD-optimal PI is obtained from the original one by increasing the release times of the emerging jobs 1 , 2 and 3 , 4 , so that LD-H sets them in the state of activation for kernels 2 and 1 , respectively.
We generate a solution tree to find an LD-optimal PI. Except the root of representing , to every enumerated LD-schedule (a node in ) a modified PI corresponds. An immediate successor-schedule of ∈ is [ ], for some pair ( , ). So in every ∈ the activations carried out along the path from to are reflected (the corresponding PI being obtained from the original one by the modifications due to these activations). Whenever some branch is abandoned during the backtracking in , the corresponding PI modifications are permanently lost.
Imposed gaps. Let = ( , ). In th slot in [ ] either (i) a job from or (ii) a job omitted in is scheduled. In case (ii) the job in th slot is one with the largest due-date. Without loss of generality assume it is job . Then since < , there will occur a gap [ , ) in [ ]. In case (i) the jobs which have surpassed in , including the kernel jobs, are moved to later time slots in [ ]. Due to LD-H, at least one of these slots will then be succeeded by a newly arisen gap. In both cases such a newly arisen gap in [ ] is called an imposed (by the corresponding activation) gap (the "cost to be payed" for the inclusion of job at the expense of the activation of job ).
In the optimal LD-schedule of Fig.1d , there are imposed gaps with the interval [23, 25) on machines 1,2 and 3, respectively, from the first block, and imposed gaps [40, 42) and [41, 42) on machines 2 and 3, respectively from the second block.
As it is easy to see, an imposed gap may cause a forced left-shift for ∈ surpassed by in [ ]. We shall refer to the magnitude of this left-shift of as the disturbance of from If we modify our example by introducing in it a new job 2 with release time 25 and due-date 40, then this job will be included on machine 2 within the interval [27, 32) in slot 9 in . It will be rescheduled in the interval [25, 30) on machine 2 in slot 11
The following observation is easily seen (see [12] for a proof of a similar statement):
Observation 2 Among all emerging jobs for an omitted job the activation of the live emerging job yields the maximal passible right-shift for the kernel jobs and latest starting time for job , hence, the smallest possible disturbance for the jobs scheduled before in [ ]. In general, emerging jobs with smaller ordinal numbers yield greater right-shift and smaller disturbance.
Sectors. It is useful to distinguish two different types of regions in an LD-schedule
∈ , full and vacant. A full segment can be delineated as follows. Let be the set of jobs omitted in at time and a job in with the maximum duedate. We call the segment of from the interval [ , ) ( < ) a sector in and denote it by ( , ). Note, for example, that if is the latest considered job and is the maximal job due-date then will contain no non-sector region. In general, is formed by a sequence of alternate sector and non-sector regions. The number of sectors in equals to the number of -s in with ∕ = ∅. The jobs completely processed within [ , ) (if some) are kernel jobs.
( , ) may contain no gap (otherwise time would occur within that gap).
There are two sectors, defined by intervals [13, 23) and [32, 40) and corresponding to kernels 1 and 2 , respectively, in schedule of Fig.1a .
We refer to a segment in as full if no new job can be feasibly included within that segment without forcing some its job to become early.
Lemma 1 Each sector is full.
Proof. Let ∕ ∈ ( , ) be inserted within ( , ) so that it is completely processed within the interval [ , ). The jobs from ( , ), still to be scheduled before , will be forced to occupy earlier time slots. But then one of these jobs may only be scheduled in the time slot in which could not be feasibly scheduled in . Now the claim follows as the former job is no less urgent than and the latter slot can start no later than it has started in .
Two different sectors with a non-empty intersection is unified into one combined sector. If there is a sector having a non-empty intersection with an already com-bined sector then these sectors are repeatedly unified (Lemma 1 similarly holds for combined sectors).
Basic search tools in the domain subtrees
Our basic goal is to determine whether a given omitted job is to be included at the expense of the activation of an emerging job for it (see Lemma 1); if not, then we will say that can be passively discarded. An easily treated case is when the activation of an emerging job yields the inclusion of so that no earlier included job gets omitted (as in our example of Fig.1d ). Otherwise, a deeper study of the possible outcomes is needed, that is carried out in the rest of this paper.
We will come to a decision after a number of iterations, with an LD-schedule corresponding to each iteration. We shall refer to these LD-schedules as domain schedules of , and to the subtree of consisting of the domain schedules of as the domain subtree of , denoted by ( ). We will use { } for the parent-schedule of the earliest domain schedule of by (so the first created domain schedule of is { } [ ]); we let { } be the root of ( ).
is generated with two layers of iterations, the external and the embedded internal layers. On each iteration of the external layer a yet unconsidered (on the previous iterations) job omitted in the corresponding ∈ is determined (such a job will be referred to as primary). For each iteration of the external layer with the selected primary omitted job and the corresponding schedule = { } , the internal layer that generates ( ) is initiated.
The initial LD-schedule corresponds to the first iteration of the external layer. On that iteration, the (primary) job ′ omitted the last in is determined, { ′ } = (one of the jobs 4 or 5 in our example). In general, on each iteration of the external layer the primary job omitted the last in { } is determined; we shall refer to it as the active primary job. (For our example, the active primary jobs will be selected in the decreasing order of indexes of jobs , = 5, 4, . . . , 1; in particular, once = { 5 } is generated as the root of , the next created LD-schedule will be 4 [ 5 ]; since job 5 is included in 4 [ 5 ] and no earlier included job is omitted, ( 5 ), generated on the internal layer for 5 , will consist of this single schedule).
As a result of one or more activations carried out in the internal layer in the domain schedules in ( ), an active primary job determined in the external layer will either be included or will be passively discarded. In the former case LD-optimal PI will contain the PI modifications accomplished in ( ), and in the latter case these modifications will permanently be lost. We respectively distinguish two outcomes in ( ):
In the case of the successful outcome LD-optimal PI contains all the PI modifications accomplished in ( ), which are permanently kept, job being included (in our example, we have the successful outcome in 4 [ 5 ]). (In this case the corresponding to the next iteration of the external layer schedule is the latest created domain schedule of , in which the active primary omitted job is again determined.)
In the case of the failure outcome LD-optimal PI does not contain the PI modifications accomplished in ( ), they are abandoned job being passively discarded. (Then the schedule corresponding to the next iteration of the external layer is the same as { } , though job is no more primary.)
The most essential part of our algorithm is dedicated to the determination of the outcomes in ( ), as described in the rest of this section and in Section 4.
Wasted jobs. Suppose an emerging job was activated for an omitted job which was included in a domain schedule ′ ∈ ( ) (not necessarily = As the following lemma states, when activating an emerging job for an omitted job , with the best outcome, we include without causing a wasted job in [ ]. Below | | stands for the number of jobs in . By Lemma 2 we may declare the outcome in ( ) successful, terminate the current internal layer for job and proceed with the next iteration of the external layer if
Then we continue the construction in ( ) (with the intension to recuperate the wasted job(s)), until we arrive at the domain schedule of with ( |[ { } ]) = ∅ or establish that such a schedule does not exist. We shall denote by ( ) the earliest created such schedule in ( ). The next Observation follows:
Observation 3 The outcome in ( ) can be declared failure (job being passively discarded) if there exists no ( ). Otherwise, the outcome in ( ) can be declared successful once the ( ) is created.
Analysis of the behavior alternatives and the branching in ( )
In this section we describe how we conduct alternative sequences of activations in ( ). Recall that our primary aim in ( ) is to include without causing a wasted job, i.e., create ( ) or establish that it does not exist. We shall describe the branching scheme in ( ) and will give some criterion by which an omitted job can be passively discarded (this will allow us to abandon the corresponding branch of computations in ( )). We introduce our first behavior alternative before we give our first condition.
Instances of alternative (a). Let ∈ ( ) and be the live emerging job for an omitted in job . We will say that an instance of alternative (a) (IA(a)) with job in [ ] occurs if is not included in [ ]. Intuitively, this happens when the useful space released by job is not enough to include while keeping all kernel jobs included. (In our example, if we decrease the due-date of all jobs from 2 and that of job 1 to 38, then there will occur IA(a) with job 1 in 1 [ 1 ] as 1 cannot be started later than at time 28 without the omission of some kernel job.)
Lemma 3 Job can be passively discarded if IA(a) with in [ ] occurs.
Proof. If ( ) = ∅ then in [ ] will take time slot ( , ) and will be completed at time (as < ); hence, will be included in [ ] and no IA(a) may occur.
Assume ( ) ∕ = ∅, and let be the earliest scheduled kernel job in (one included the last by LD-H) and let = ( , ). While constructing [ ], when becomes an incoming job, it will be considered for the inclusion in the th time slot. If that time slot completes in [ ] at the same time as in then will be included on time, as ≤ and was included in . No IA(a) may occur in this case. Otherwise, because of the imposed gap(s) on the corresponding machine, the above time slot is forced to be completed earlier in [ ] than it was completed in (note that a kernel job should have been taken the first time slot before the corresponding gap in this case). Because of this disturbance, cannot be started at or after and is omitted. If there exists no more emerging job then clearly cannot be included on time without the omission of some kernel job.
Otherwise, by Observation 2, by activating any other emerging job instead of , job cannot be restarted at or after time . It remains to consider the possibility of the simultaneous activation of two or more emerging jobs. If We apply a similar reasoning to the slots + 2, + 3, . . . until we reach the corresponding slot on machine 1 (or on the corresponding machine with the minimal index).
It follows that cannot be included on time without omitting some kernel job. Such a rearrangement cannot lead us to an increased number of the included jobs and can be passively discarded.
The main branching rule. Due to Lemma 3, without loss of generality, assume in the rest of this section that no IA(a) in any further considered domain schedule occurs. In particular, job is included in the earliest created domain schedule of , { } [ ], where is the live emerging job in { } . Then if there occurs a wasted job in it, the remaining task in ( ) is to find a sequence of activations that retains job and avoids the rise of a wasted job (or establishes that such a sequence does not exist).
Let be a domain schedule, a successor of { } in ( ) (with included and with a wasted job in it). We will use ( ) ∈ ( |[ { } ]) for the wasted job in which was omitted the first by LD-H (one with the maximal release time). Observe that such job may only be non-primary as all primary jobs with less release times were earlier dealt with.
Denote the emerging job in ( ) which is activated in by ( ), and by ( ) ( ( ), respectively) the set of emerging jobs (the kernel, respectively) in . 
+1 may still be non-empty. By the order we apply the emerging jobs (see below), any job from the latter set must have been scheduled after ( +1 ) in and also must have a smaller release time than ( +1 ) has.
By our main branching rule (MBR), the earliest created LD-schedule for the jobs in ( ) is , where is the live emerging job in ( ), see Observation 2. As we will see, if the release time of the remaining emerging jobs is no less than that of then no other alternative solution (an immediate successor of ) will need to be created. Otherwise, we may consider an alternative solution in which the next earliest scheduled (yet untied) emerging job with a smaller release time is activated. We do not create all these (potentially useful) alternative solutions in one turn. Our search in ( ) is in depth. Once we close a node we forbid to crate any immediate successor of it and we backtrack from that node to the closest (non-closed) node in ( ). In what follows we introduce new behavior alternatives and describe how the alternative solutions are created.
Instances of alternative (b).
We will say that an instance of alternative (b1) (IA(b1)) with job ( ) in ∈ ( ) occurs if ( ) = ( ). (In our example, if we increase the release time of the emerging job 1 to 28, then there will occur IA(b1)
Suppose no IA(b1) in occurs (hence is included in ) and surpasses ( ) in , being the earliest scheduled (former emerging) job which is in the state of activation in . Then an instance of alternative (b2) (IA(b2)) with job in is said to occur if is not an emerging job for ( ) in and there is no such job among the ones surpassed by in . (The cases when is surpassed by ( ) in and when surpasses ( ) but no IA(b1/b2) in occurs (there is an emerging job scheduled before in ) are dealt with in the following subsection.)(In our example, let us increase the release time of the emerging job 4 to 8 and that of job 6 to 7. Schedule is unchanged for the modified instance. In 4 [ 5 ] 4 will surpass 6 and will be included in its former slot on machine 6 within the interval [8, 13) . Now the latest available interval in which job 6 can be included is [5, 10) , and it will be omitted. Hence, IA(b2) with 4 in 4 [ 5 ] will occur.)
Intuitively, an IA(b1/b2) deals with the situation when an ex-emerging job , being in the state of the activation, becomes further useless (an alternative emerging job with a smaller release time then may only be of the use; in the above modified example such a job is 3 , that will no more surpass job 6 ; in 3 [ 5 ] both 6 and 3 together with 5 are included).
In the observation below, let for IA(b1) in , = ( ) and for IA(b2) be the earliest scheduled job which is in the state of activation in . { } is the earliest created schedule in ( ) such that ∈ ( { } ) (in our example, { 4 } = { 3 } = , 1 being the earliest determined kernel corresponding to the omitted jobs 4 and 5 ; we assume 5 is the latest omitted job, hence, 4 [ 5 ] is the next to created LD-schedule in ( )).
Observation 4 Let IA(b1/b2) with job in occurs. If there exists an emerging job for ( ) then it is one from ( { } ) scheduled in a time slot with the index greater than ( { } , ) in .
Proof. First note that all above jobs are included in in the same time slot as in { } . By LD-H, the jobs scheduled in time slots with the index no more than ( { } , ) that have surpassed in are no less urgent than . Hence, ( ) ∖ ( { } ) = ∅ and our claim follows.
Based on Observation 4 and Proposition 1, for each IA(b1/b2) with job one may only deal with the activations of emerging jobs from ( { } ). Among the emerging jobs from Observation 4, the earliest scheduled (see Observation 2) yet untried one ′ ∈ { } with ′ < ( ) is said to be the substitution job in (job 3 in the above example).
We will say that an exhaustive instance of alternative (b) (EIA(b)) with job in occurs if there is no substitution job in .
The substitution job ′ may serve as a due replacement for job giving rise to an alternative to solution in which only ′ is activated: we backtrack to node { } to create its new immediate successor (
in which is said to be substituted by ′ . In this latter case we carry out an extra (to the activation of ′ ) PI modification:
We revise job , that is, we restore its original release time so that it will no more be in the state of activation (in the above example, we have revised job 4 before we created 3 [ 5 ]).
We shall refer to the above branching rule as the substitution branching rule (SBR). Note that the activation of ′ for ( ) overlays all earlier activations of (carried out in some domains schedule(s) along the path in ( ) from { } to ).
An exhaustive instance of alternative (a). Suppose IA(b1/b2) in occurs whereas ( [
′ )th slot, which has a larger index than the corresponding time slot in (i.e., the ( { } , )th slot). Moreover, the job that takes ( { } , ′ )th time slot in ( [ , ′ ]) has the due-date no more than ′ . Similar conditions hold for the earlier neighboring time slots due to the "one slot right-shift" yielded by the activation of ′ . Therefore, all these time slots may be forced to complete/start in ( [ , ′ ]) earlier than in . This, in turn, will cause a forced-left-shift in ( [ , ′ ]) for a ∈ have been scheduled in between time slot ( , ) (the slot within which became an incoming job while constructing , if IA(b1) in with job occurs) and the ( { } , )th time slot in . Suppose, as a result, becomes ( (
. Then we will say that an exhaustive instance of alternative (a) (EIA(a)) with job in (
occurs.
As we show a bit later in Lemma 4, EIA(a), as well as EIA(b) give us no hope for a successful outcome in the current branch in ( ] ) (see the definition of our first branching option a bit later). For (ii), for IA(b1/b2) we use SBR for the (new) substitution, and we backtrack for EIA(b).
The basic branching options in ( ).
Any branching in ( ) is initiated by one of the options we now describe, and completes either with ( ) (the successful outcome) or with a domain schedule of in which IA(a), EIA(a) or EIA(b) occurs.
Let
= ( ) and = ( ), where ∈ ( ). Either ( ) contains or not. Our first and the third branching options deal with the former case, and the second branching option deals with the second case. With the first and the second branching patterns surpasses , whereas with the third branching pattern is surpassed by . Below we give more details on these branching patterns.
The first branching option (FBO) is to be realized when = ( ) surpasses = ( ) in . Note that in is activated for a job omitted in ( ), the latter job being included in (as no IA(a) in occurs). This newly included job should have been surpassing in as otherwise ( ∈ ( )) would not be omitted in . It follows that is omitted (solely) due to the forced left-shift caused by a newly arisen imposed gap after the activation of : the released by job slot and perhaps some earlier slots from the same slice are forced to be restarted earlier in compared to ( ).
This outcome in cannot be corrected by substituting with a yet untried emerging job from ( ( )) (scheduled later than in ( )) as the resultant new right-shift can be no more than that in (see Observation 2) . Hence, for this case we shall restrict our attention to only the emerging jobs which have surpassed in and scheduled before the jobs of ( ( )) (if there is such). We use the MBR activating the corresponding live emerging job for in the newly created immediate successor of .
Our second branching option (SBO) is intended for the case when ( ) does not contain , and again, surpasses in . Since is not included in ( ), it must be "compensated" in ( ) by an alternative omitted in non-primary job. Observe that once is omitted, there arises a vacant space in within the execution interval of in ( ). Hence by LD-H, the jobs from ( ) preceding may potentially be right-shifted (i.e., restarted later) and LD-H may include an omitted in (non-primary) job within a newly released (by ) space.
However, this cannot happen if LD-H reschedules a non-urgent job ∈ ( ) within the above vacant space in . It is easy to see that is either or otherwise it is a (more urgent than ) job surpassing in (which has occupied an earlier time slot in ( )). In either of these cases may "pull out" a (more urgent) omitted in ( ) (which would have been included if were not included at that time in ).
With the SBO we create an alternative immediate successor of , [ ]. If there are several candidates, we set to the one with the minimal release time, which will guarantee that after the activation will not surpass any of them (it is easy to see that no matter which of the candidate jobs will be included). We shall refer to as a compensation job, and to as the secondary emerging job in .
We use our third branching option (TBO) when surpasses in and the number of jobs included ahead has increased by one (compared to that in ( )). Note that there will occur an IA(b1/b2) or EIA(b) in if neither nor any job scheduled before is an emerging job for in . Otherwise (either or/and some earlier scheduled job is emerging for ), we create an immediate successor of using MBR.
These are our three branching options that we apply to branch from every ∈ ( ), in which none of the behavior alternative occurs. Otherwise, SBR is used for IA(b1/b2), and the backtracking is carried out for the other behavior alternatives.
Note that if in ∈ ( ) more than one branching option is available then FBO and SBO are simultaneously available. In this case two immediate successors of , one for each of these options, are created (later, the branch corresponding to one of these options will be abandoned, see the next subsection). Observe that while the earliest performed activation in ( ) is for job (in the earliest created domain schedule [
, the other activations in ( ) are carried out for the wasted jobs.
Procedure DOMAIN SUBTREE( ( )) conducting our search in ( ) is described in the next lemma:
Lemma 4 If there exists
( ), then (starting with := { } as the root of ( )) it can be obtained as follows, using the following branching and backtracking rules, from each ∈ ( ): Proof. Part (1) follows from Observation 3.
Part (2) follows from the observations that we have made while defining each of the branching options: If in more than one branching option is available, these should be FBO and SBO. Furthermore, either is to be omitted in ( ) or it belongs to ( ). In the latter case can only be included with either FBO or TBO (given that no IA(b1/b2) in occurs), whereas in the former case only SBO may be of the benefit.
To see Part (3), we first recall the proof of Lemma 3. In that proof we have shown that by activating the live emerging job simultaneously with some other emerging job(s) the time slot within which job will be considered for the inclusion cannot be started later than that in the schedule in which only is activated. Quite similarly, we can show that the time slot within which will be considered for the inclusion in ′ can start no later than that in ( ( )) ′ . Hence, it is sufficient to consider the domain schedules in which only a single emerging job from ( { } ) is activated. In other words, is to be revised, and the earliest scheduled yet untried emerging job from ( { } ), i.e., the substitution job, can be next activated (see Observation 2).
Consider now Part (4). In case of IA(a), from Lemma 3, the rise of a wasted job in any alternative successor of that may potentially be created is unavoidable. Hence, the latest selected option in the current branch cannot be realized, can be closed and the backtracking to a yet non-closed node can be performed.
Consider the case of EIA(a). Let job ∈ , = ( ( [ , ′ ])), be defined as in the definition of EIA(a): was forced to be left-shifted in ( [ , ′ ]) being scheduled in between time slot ( , ) and the ( { } , )th time slot. From Observation 2, will again be omitted if instead of ′ some ′′ ∈ ( { } ) scheduled after ′ in { } is activated. Similarly as in Part (3), the same will happen if two or more emerging jobs from ( { } ) are simultaneously activated. Hence, the raise of a waisted job is unavoidable and again the current option cannot be realized.
Part (5) can be similarly seen. All the potentially useful emerging jobs from ( { } ) have already been tried, whereas by LD-H no emerging job scheduled after jobs of ( { } ) in may exist. Moreover, the simultaneous activation of two or more jobs from ( { } ) can be of no benefit. Hence, the whole subtree of ( ) with the root { } can be abandoned and all its nodes can be closed.
Cutting the dominated option
Now we make a small modification in the procedure DOMAIN SUBTREE( ( )), that concerns the case when FBO and SBO are simultaneously available. As we show in this subsection, we can follow one of these options discarding another option. If the above schedules are not comparable then the set of disturbed jobs in one of them is a subset of the corresponding set in the other schedule. Then the branch headed by the former schedule is continued until its successor comparable with the latter domain schedule of is created. We give more details.
Let be the earliest scheduled yet untried emerging job for in , where , and be defined as before. Recall that job is omitted in but included in [ ] (by Lemma 3, this option cannot be realized if is omitted in [ ]), whereas was included in already once was omitted and is rescheduled to an earlier slot in [ ] (unless IA(b1) with occurs). Let 1 = ( , ), and 2 = ( ( ), ); Observation 5 For any ∈ ( ), a dominant option can be determined by comparing Δ ( ,Expanded( [ ])) with Δ ( , [ ]) and selecting the option with less disturbance, being any disturbed job.
Proof. As already noted, if the disturbance for one of the options for some is no more than that for the other option, the same will be true for any other disturbed job. Hence, it suffices to compare the disturbances for any single . Now our claim follows from the definition of Expanded( [ ]) and Lemma 5.
Based on the above Observation, we complement procedure DO-MAIN SUBTREE( ( )) so that whenever Expanded( [ ]) is created the branch corresponding to the dominant option is further extended, the other branch being abandoned/closed.
Summary of the algorithm and its time complexity
We fist summarize our blesscmore algorithm, which has two layers of iterations, the external and the internal. On each iteration of the external layer the active primary omitted job in the current LD-schedule is chosen, initially := . Once and are determined the internal layer constructing ( ) (procedure DO-MAIN SUBTREE( ( )) from Lemma 4 is initiated, where the root of ( ) is { } := . The LD-schedule associated with the next iteration of the external layer is ( ) if the outcome in ( ) was successful, and it is again for the failure outcome.
Lemma 6 There are ( ) nodes in ( ).
Proof. We first make an important observation that the time slot of each new wasted job occurred in ( ) is less than that of the previously occurred one. The same is true for the secondary emerging/compensation jobs occurred in ( ). Hence, if there is a single branch in ( ) then there are less than nodes in it. Otherwise, any branch in ( ) is originated either either by IA(b1/b2) or by a simultaneous availability of FBO and SBO. We consider these cases below carrying out the corresponding calculations.
Assume first both FBO and SBO are available in ∈ ( ), hence two immediate successors of realizing FBO and SBO, respectively, are created (Lemma 4). The branch corresponding to FBO is extended until the corresponding expanded successor is created and the dominant option is determined (Lemma 5 and Observation 5). Let 1 , 2 , . . . , be the enumeration of the intermediate domain schedules, successors of and predecessors of the above expanded schedule, in the order as they were created in ( ). As already noted, the time slot of the wasted/compensation job in every has a smaller index than that in −1 , and once the dominant option is determined, the branch corresponding to the other option is abandoned. Hence, there are generated less than extra nodes in ( ) before the above dominant option is determined. Moreover, if at a later stage there will occur another domain schedule with two immediate successors realizing FBO and SBO, then the time slot of the corresponding wasted/compensation job will have a smaller index than the latest occurred wasted/compensation job in a predecessor of that schedule. Hence, the total number of extra nodes generated in ( ) for the determination of all dominant options cannot be more than .
The case with IA(b1/b2) is similar to the above case. Indeed, suppose IA(b1/b2) with job in occurs. In each domain schedule in ( ) the branching is carried out according to one of the three branching options (FBO, SBO and TBO), or the SBR. If in ( ) the branching is carried out by SBO, then since there may exist at most one secondary emerging job, the IA(b1/b2) in is an EIA(b) and that branch is abandoned (Lemma 4). Otherwise, the corresponding set of emerging jobs may contain more than one element, and the backtracking will be accomplished for each new occurrence of IA(b1/b2). However, since no revised job can again be activated and there are in total less than emerging jobs, in total, there may occur no more than IA(b1/b2) in ( ). At the same time, after each backtracking, while extending the corresponding branch, the time slot of the newly arisen wasted job is less than that of the previously occurred one. Hence, the total number of the created domain schedules in all the branches generated after each backtracking in ( ) for IA(b1/b2), is less than 2 . Therefore, the total number of the domain schedules in ( ) is less than 3 .
Theorem 1
The blesscmore algorithm finds an optimal schedule in time ( 3 log ).
Proof. We have two layers. The number of iterations on the external layer and hence the total number of the created domain subtrees is bounded by the number of the primary omitted jobs, hence by . For each iteration of the external layer, in the corresponding internal layer procedure DOMAIN SUBTREE( ( )) creates ( ) nodes in the domain subtree ( ) (Lemma 6), and for each created node (schedule) it applies LD-H with the time complexity ( log ). Hence DOMAIN SUBTREE( ( )) runs in time ( 2 log ). Since there are ( ) external layers, the time complexity of our BLESSCMORE algorithm is ( 3 log ).
The soundness part follows from Proposition 1, Lemmas 4, 5 and Observation 5.
